Tacoma headlight bulb type

Headlight Size. Select year There are several categories in different stores around you. The
choice is yours. Or, you can also face challenges if you have problems identifying the
appropriate socket size. Your auto dealer can help you to find not only the appropriate Toyota
Tacoma headlight bulb size but also the high-quality with the perfect specs. If you want to
upgrade your interior headlights with Light Emitting Discharge LED bulbs, halogen bulbs, or
any other, approach a reputable dealer near you. In the same way, do the same if you need to
replace your headlight with HID headlight kit or Xenon headlight kit. However, before you make
such a move, ensure you have a clear picture of what you want. There are lots of aftermarket
headlights that you meet your various needs. If you get the H11 fog light upgrade, it will also
work quite well with your 3rd generation H11 low beam headlight bulbs. With this upgrade, you
can expect a measured 2x enhancement over stock. The advertised one is 2, lumens. However,
a closer read indicates its 1, raw lumens a side. These figures show this particular upgrade
leads to a percent improvement over stock. The difference between aftermarket fog lights and
OEM H11 fogs is that the latter project at a side angle of 75 degrees. On the other hand, the
aftermarkets are approximately 47 degrees. Other aftermarket fog housings, such as Spyder
projector fogs, can also offer you excellent service. However, most players in the market
consider that their beam pattern and quality are not equivalent to OEM and results in poorer
lighting performance. This suggests that they are of low quality. Remember, you can use an HID
headlight kit or Xenon headlight kit and get a perfect headlight upgrade. All you need increased
visibility of your car when conditions on the road are not favorable. In all, whichever aftermarket
headlight or any other product you choose, you should know how to install it. As you can see,
this is a simple process that you can do alone. Headlights are automotive jewelry. Correct
fitment coupled with the right choice of technology will turn your vehicle into a shining gem.
Terms and Conditions - Privacy Policy. Select year Toyota Tacoma Chart Bulb Number Fog
Light Bulb Front. Mark Smith. H11 LED. H16 LED. H8 LED. Discussion in ' 2nd Gen. Tacomas '
started by crashnburn80 , Oct 27, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World!
You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE
account. Better headlight bulb than stock? Post Reply. My build goal is to drastically increase
the light output from the stock headlights without sacrificing quality, durability or the OEM
lighting optics and improve the look of the truck at the same time. Rather than trying to change
the technology that is used by the halogen reflector headlights like improperly stuffing HID or
LED bulbs in a reflector lens designed specifically for halogen bulbs , I just improved on the
same technology by cranking up the power, adding some new school tricks to old school tech,
and improved the efficiency while selecting better looking OEM parts. First off the results. New
setup on the left, stock on the right more output pics later in post : Now that I have your
attention This upgrade results in over a 2x improvement from stock. This is done by a
combination of overdriving the filament and running much higher wattage than stock in a high
efficiency bulb. These bulbs do not have a cosmetic bulb coating to look cool, which also
reduces lumen output, meaning they are a true purebred performance bulb. They will still burn
whiter than stock and also have decent bulb life for being a high wattage bulb, being rated at
hours. These bulbs will be limited in output without the additional standalone harness upgrade.
See how they compare to the Chinese knockoffs here. These are a high wattage, high efficiency
bulb, meaning they increase output and extend distance projection. Low beams always burn out
first in a dual filament bulb. The low beam is still rated at hours, just like the Hyper bulbs.
However these are not a high efficiency bulb like the Hypers, meaning they have a less focused
hot spot. So while they increase output they do not extend distance projection. You can see the
comparison here. Stock wattage high efficiency bulbs that extend distance projection are listed
at the end of the thread. I always recommend buying 2 sets. I have also found the bulbs on eBay
, but Chinese versions are rampant on eBay, so be cautious of what you buy. Compare the
boxes to the boxes pictured above and check where it is made and the country it is shipping
from. If unsure I would recommend buying from PowerBulbs. For other bulb recomendations,
including "whiter" bulbs and those that do not require a harness, see the Other Bulbs section at
the end of the thread. The harness uses heavy duty 12 gauge wiring and Bosch-Tyco TE
European relays with ceramic plugs to bypass the factory wiring and switches, drawing power
directly from the battery. The 12 gauge heavy duty wiring with a direct lead to the battery is
more efficient, reducing voltage drop and causing your lights to burn brighter, and isolates the
factory wiring from the increased loads of the high power bulbs. The harness is entirely plug
and play, the factory switch will control the relay on the harness, to control the lights as if it
were stock. You can see the excellent build quality documented here. You can see my
side-by-side comparison with the Rallylights harness here. Rallylights part number HL Ground
switched harness: Ground switched is more common on the first gen and older trucks. If you
run the electrical ground system test listed below and determine you have a ground switched

truck unlike my , you need this ground switched harness instead of the conventional one linked
above. Headlight Services ground switched harness - listed under 4Runner Headlight Services
is the recommended Harness Rallylights ground switched harness - part number HLS
Rallylights conventionally switched heavy duty headlight harness. See update here. This
upgrade is only cosmetic over stock and not required for increased light output. Unlike the
BHLM, there is no breaking of the seals on the headlights and no need to worry about
condensation or leaks inside the headlight. The links above were the cheapest I found online.
TSB is available here. Right: Left: Stock light on left, Pro on right: Determining your electrical
ground system: Toyota previously has produced their trucks with ground switched wiring.
Ground switched is when power is always constant and the ground is completed to activate the
circuit, vs conventional the power is completed to activate the circuit. I originally ordered the
ground switched harness but it did not work on my Tacoma. After emailing rallylights. A
measurement of 0. I tested the common connection with a multimeter and determined my truck
was conventionally switched. You can also use a simple bulb voltage detector for this test.
Testing ground: Install: If you can replace your headlight bulbs and change a car battery, you
can install this harness, it is completely plug and play. Install instructions: I routed my wiring
under the radiator shroud and used zip ties in the empty holes to secure it in place: Shroud
reinstalled: Comparing the stock wiring and plastic plug vs HD harness wiring and ceramic
plug: For installing my Pro headlights, I used this thread to read up on removal. I parked 20ft
away from a wall and used painters tape to mark the horizon and the hot spot center points of
the OEM beam pattern for each light. After swapping the headlight assemblies I put the truck
back in the same spot and adjusted the alignment to match the tape marks. I also recommend
doing one headlight at a time to use the horizon line from the untouched light to double validate
the replaced light and adjust the horizon accordingly. Aiming adjusters on back of the
headlight. I highly recommend only adjusting the vertical adjuster: The hidden bolt seems tricky
but after removing the lower flap it only takes a minute once you find it. Not reinstalling this bolt
as so many mention is just unacceptable laziness. Take pride in your work people. Picture
looking up under the front bumper with the wrench on the hidden bolt: In order to get the old
lights out, I struggled to get the lower light tab to clear the bumper skin. I ended up
disconnecting the bumper, but not removing it, just to get more play so I could get the lights out
and the new ones in. I used instructions from grillcraft here. Grill removed and bumper
detached but not removed for headlight install: New Pro headlights installed: Compared to a
stocker in the parking lot: Testing output: Scientifically quantitative results are always better
than subjectivity. Using my light Lux meter to measure light output before and after the
upgrade. Stock high beam lux: Ultimate high beam lux. A headlight upgrade done correctly, will
be indistinguishable to oncoming drivers while the driver will see massive improvement. The
engineered cut off is maintained and looks the same. Heat: People have understandably
expressed concern over heat output of high powered halogens. I took some IR laser temp
readings of stock compared to ultimate, with the ambient temp of 57 degrees. For an in-depth
explanation with photos, and to see how this headlight upgrade compares to higher powered
LEDs, read this thread. This scatter blinds oncoming drivers and wastes light that could be
used to illuminate the road. With less light projected to the road this is actually a downgrade,
despite the color and glare hitting street signs making you think otherwise. LEDs have recently
become popular, but most that improve light output over stock use microprocessor cooling
fans to cool the LED circuit. Not a very durable design for off-road use, or any use. The cooling
fan versions also require cutting of the rear headlight boot to fit, meaning the seal is shot and
condensation inside the lens could become an issue. The optics are questionable as LED light
is directional vs Halogen being omni-directional. Numerous threads on TW have had people go
to LEDs only later to return to Halogen due to the lack of reliability, the incorrect optics, and
superior spectrum of the Halogens. Swapped both bulbs with a new set. Escape is going strong
with 14 months on the 85w bulbs also has standalone harness. Bulb bulb burnt out 2 days later.
Since the relay is either on or off, the headlights are either on or off and do not operate at partial
wattage like the DRLs. This has no effect if your DRLs utilize the amber indicators like the
majority of Tacomas. Additional output pics after adding the Ultimate fog light upgrade: And
some people claim halogens have no cut off. More info at post here. See my experience with
Optilux. These bulbs are a subrand of Hella, but for H13s were actually repackaged bulbs from
'Heliolite'. That is the performance penalty of having a coated bulb to produce whiter output.
Why do I recommend non coated bulbs? Read this from Daniel Stern. Stock wattage
performance bulbs Stock wattage high performance bulbs do not actually put out more light,
instead they use smaller high precision filaments to make the light more focused and intense
for the headlight to use more efficiently and project a brighter hotspot further. You can see an
short article by Philips explaining how these bulbs work here. Last edited: Feb 5, Never heard of

this. So "properly" retrofitted headlights not ebay headlights are not actually proper? When
analyzing their cutoff lines they don't seem to throw light at any other drivers. Either way, good
job. Chopper , Oct 27, Kolter45 , rydr1 , Chopper and 1 other person like this. TRDSport10 likes
this. I don't think that's what OP cares about maybe his truck is a dedicated off road toy.
DukesTaco , Oct 27, Everybody seems to be missing the point here. MatthewMay1 , Iggy ,
bigMac28 and 5 others like this. Hey OP
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. How come you whent with the 85w and not the 70w bulbs. Do you know what the line out put
in on the 70w bulbs? Op in the description it says "this is a good choice for cars with
questionable wiring". If the Tacoma wiring is questionable then we are good. No need to re wire.
The wiring kit is not expensive in my opinion. It's a good upgrade and without new headlight
housings not expensive. I might give the 70w bulbs a try. What about the "Not legal for highway
use" part? Last edited: Oct 27, DustStorm4x4 and mahaloTaco like this. Subbed for an answer
to this, and the sheer simplicity of it GJ OP. Ihatetacomas , Oct 27, Iam shure we do more illegal
things than run brighter headlights. Disclaimer no undocumented persons were harmed by this
post. Show Ignored Content. H11 Male and Female Wire Harness. Bosch Relay. It is not created
or sold by the OE car company. Username or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

